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SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce
• Created by Mayor Newsom and Supervisor Ammiano, 2008
• Comprised of representatives from:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

small wind industry
environmental community
bird advocates
green building
labor
workforce development
research labs
prospective residential and business customers
State regulatory agencies
Local utility (PG&E)
City departments

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce
Scope
• Technologies, Testing & Certification
• Understanding the Wind Resource
• Permitting
• Costs & Incentives
• Social & Economic Impacts: Workforce Development
• Public Awareness & Demonstration Sites

Randall Museum (upper Market)

Mission District

Bernal Heights District

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations
Urban Wind Technologies,
Testing, and Certification
• 1. Encourage the rapid implementation of SWCC’s
certification procedures, and wide scale adoption of
SWCC standards by SWG manufacturers.
• 2. Encourage or require manufacturers to adopt
information labels (similar to the Energy Star
appliance program) that will assist the general
public with product comparisons.
9 3. Develop informational materials to provide the
public with the information necessary for making
informed product comparisons.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations
Understanding the Wind Resource
and Data Collection
9 1. The SFPUC should make data from its 27 wind monitoring stations
publicly available.
• 2. The SFPUC should consider installing additional anemometers in
parts of the City that prove to be particularly windy.
Ö 3. The Department of the Environment should develop an “SF Wind
Map” to map the city’s wind resource at the highest possible resolution.
Ö 4. The City should consider working with UC Davis and other research
labs to conduct city-wide wind tunnel studies to better understand the
City’s wind resource.
9 5. The City should consider implementing a wind anemometer loan
program to help potential wind customers in San Francisco better
understand their wind resource.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations
Permitting
• 1. In compliance with the Mayor’s Executive Directive 08-08, DBI
and Planning should “expedite permitting and minimize costs for the
installation of residential, commercial and municipal wind generation
turbines in the City.”
9 2. DBI and Planning should convene a “permitting subcommittee”
comprised of representatives of the small wind industry, flying
mammal advocates and relevant permitting authorities, to review
current permitting requirements for SWGs and revise based on
subcommittee discussions. Permitting requirements should be
revised and posted.
• 3. SWG permitting requirements and application process should be
posted on DBI’s and the Planning Department websites to ensure
that the public is fully aware of these procedures.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations
Permitting
• 4. DBI and Planning should ensure that all relevant staff are
knowledgeable about SWG permitting requirements to minimize
inconsistency in the permit application process.
• 5. DBI/Planning should consider implementing a flat fee for SWGs rather
than assessing SWG permitting fees as a percentage of installed cost.
9 6. The City should consider revising city-wide height limits to exceed
what is currently allowed, thereby allowing for greater wind power
generation.
9 7. While the public notification requirement adds cost and time to
obtaining a wind permit, it is an important element in promoting public
awareness and acceptance of these emerging technologies, and should
not be done away with. The Planning Department should, however,
consider ways to make this process less costly and time-intensive for
installers/customers.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations

Costs and Incentives
• 1. It is premature to consider a local incentive
program, like the City’s GoSolarSF incentive
program, for SWGs. However, the City can take
other actions to promote increased adoption of
SWGs.
9 2. Support legislation to continue or expand
federal and state incentive programs.
9 3. Include SWGs in the City’s on-property-tax-bill
financing program, which is currently under
development.
• 4. Consider excluding SWGs from property tax
increases.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations

Potential Impacts on Flying Animals
• 1. Work closely with the Golden Gate Audubon Society and
other bird and bat advocacy organizations to monitor,
research and mitigate the potential impacts of SWGs on
birds and bats.
9 2. The Building Inspection and Planning Departments
should continue to require SWG users to record and report
any SWG-related flying animal impacts as a condition of
receiving a wind turbine permit, and should consider
imposing more stringent data collection standards.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations

Clean Tech and Workforce
Development Opportunities
9 1. Continue to make small wind companies eligible for the
Clean Tech Payroll Tax Exclusion.
Ö 2. Consider providing additional services for SF-based small
wind start-ups, such as:
– Small business incubation services, such as subsidized office and
manufacturing space and facilitating access to angel investors or
venture capitalists;
– Fostering partnerships with local research labs (e.g. Lawrence
Berkeley Labs, Stanford, NASA) to allow for free or subsidized
access to wind tunnels and/or other high-tech testing equipment;
– City-owned small wind demonstration installations to help drive local
demand for SF-based companies’ products and services.

• 3. Encourage and support efforts by CityBuild Academy,
TrainGreenSF, or City College SF to provide wind
assessment and small wind technician training and/or to
provide dual solar PV-small installation training programs.

SF Urban Wind Power Taskforce Recommendations
Public Awareness and Possible Demonstration Sites
9 1. Encourage City departments to comply with Mayor Newsom’s
Executive Directive 08-08 instructing City departments to
“incorporate wind turbines into the design of existing and new
City facilities whenever and wherever possible.”
Ö 2. The SFPUC, the City’s power provider, should work with City
departments, especially those with facilities where the wind
resource is expected to be good, to identify and install municipal
SWG demonstration sites. A City demonstration sites plan should
be developed and implemented.
Ö 3. Treasure Island Authority, in collaboration with Lawrence
Berkeley Labs and the SF Dept. of the Environment, should
develop a SWG testing facility and demonstration site on
Treasure Island.
• 4. To promote public awareness, the City should sponsor a SWG
training course to teach San Franciscans how to assess the wind
energy potential at their site, how to select an appropriate system
for their needs, and how to navigate the
permitting and installation processes.

SF Wind Map
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

Develop accurate urban wind resource model for San Francisco
Collect high-quality, neighborhood-specific data for wind map
Identify locations in city with high wind power potential
Help San Francisco property owners decide if a small wind
generator (SWG) may be appropriate for their site
• Reduce cost and confusion related to wind resource analysis for
property owners
• Improve public understanding and
perception of wind energy
• Provide a model for other cities
interested in better understanding their
urban wind resource, and the
technical potential for local windbased electricity generation
3Tier – FirstLook 20m hub height

SF Solar Map
Shows residents:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimated solar PV potential, KW and KWH
Estimated electric bill savings
Estimated CO2 reduction
Rebates & tax credits
How to install
Link to a cost estimator
Link to local solar installers

www.sf.solarmap.org
• Other city maps modeled on SF’s Map:
– Berkeley, Los Angeles County, San Diego, Oakland, SMUD, others

• 2008 IREC Innovation Award

Treasure Island
Small Wind Test Facility
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interim use during Treasure Island redevelopment
Bay location = strong winds
No west coast test facilities for small turbines (<10kW)
Demonstration & public education opportunity
Support local wind industry
Encourage rigorous testing and shift toward third party certification to
provide better information and public confidence in small turbines

Treasure Island
Small Wind Test Facility
-Test pads will be constructed & made available to wind companies for T&D.
-Tiered pricing approach to support developing industry at various stages:
1) Design testing and refinement
2) Testing & data collection for state rebates
3) Third-party performance and safety testing

Sample tiered
structure from
Presidio MBA
research team
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